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For greater assistanceto Dealer Mechanicsin Air Conditioning Service, this

manual has combined all repair and maintenanceinformation for servicing Air
Conditioning Systemsinstalled during 1958-61.

In addition, repair procedures,trouble shooting guides, wiring diagrams, and
specifications are included to cover prior models 1955-57 Lincoln and 1957
Mercury.
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PRINCIPLES OF REFRIGERATION
A sound basefor understandingthe fundamentalsof refrigeration or air con
ditioning includes a readingknowledge of somephysical laws and technical
details involved in the methods by which we produce artificial cold. Re
cognition of the conditions which are associatedwith human comfort in
this respect is a good starting point. We must also have an understanding
of the relationship which exists between the temperature, pressure and
volume of a gas. Finally, we must know what is inealit by terms such as
energy, heat, molecular motion, units of heat and specific heat. These
terms are the common languageof theheating and air conditioning trade.

This is a fundamental treatmentof the subject. We hope that it will stimu
late your curiosity enough to encourageyou to engage in a more compre
hensivestudy.

We have all heard the remark on a hot, damp day, "it isn’t the heat
it’s the humidity". How many personswho have made this statementunder
stand what humidity really is. It’s certainly an important factor in air con
ditioning, so let’s examineit more closely.

As a starting point we can make the statementthat "The more heat there is
in air, the more moisture it is capableof holding." By moisture, we mean
the water vapor content.

Another fact which we can accept is that warm air which is holding its
maximum vapor content will . . . if it is chilled . . . condenseand form
drops of water. The temperatureat which this condensationoccurs is called
the "dew point". In percentagefigures, the dew point is also known as
100% ‘‘relative humidity". If we define relative humidity, we may say that
it is a measuredpercentageof moisture in the air comparedwith the maxi
mum amount of moisture the same air could hold at the same temperature.

The effect of relative humidity on physical comfort is quite obvious. When
it is low, the air can absorbmore moisture. As a result, perspiration is
quickly absorbed. On the other hand, when the relative humidity is high,
the air cannottake on more moisture, so we must endure the discomfort and
resort to "brow mopping".

What does air conditioning do to copewith this problem? Two things-first,
it cools the air to a comfortable level-then, it lowers the relative humidity
to a comfortable percentagebelow the "dew point". Both of these tasks
are performedby the componentof an air conditioning system known as the
evaporator. The refrigerant inside this evaporatorchangesfrom a liquid to
a vapor. Thus, it absorbsgreatquantities of heat from the surroundingair.

As the air gives up its heat, it loses its ability to hold as much moisture as
it did previously, in the course of effecting these changes, the dew point
is reachedand moisturecondenseson the fins of the evaporator.

Scientists have long expressedthe relationship of pressures,volumes and
temperaturesof gas. All of us, at one time or another havehad to pump up
a bicycle tire or inflate a football. As you pumped, the barrel of the pump
became warm. Some of you have noticed that tires which are inflated cold
and then driven at high speeds which generate heat are again checked,
there is a build up of pressure.We are pointing out that the pressureof a

gas becomesgreateras the temperatureincreases.And the reversal is also
true. As the pressureincreases,so also does the temperature.On the other

hand, we have seenchildren squeezea balloon until it busts. In squeezing
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the balloon, the volume of the air inside was

decreaseduntil the pressurebecame great
enough to break the rubber. From this, we
can decide that as the volume of a gas
decreases, its pressure increases. These

facts becomeimportant becausewe are con

stantly changingboth pressuresand tempera
tures in an Air Conditioning system. We
will discuss the importance of this rela

tionship between pressure, volume & temp
erature later on. But, now let’s examine
this term "Heat."

Just what is heat? Well, it is a form of en
ergy. Just as energy is measurable and
can be expressedin terms of foot pounds,

horsepower,watts, etc., so also can heatbe

measuredand expressed.The unit for heat
is the British Thermal Unit or in smaller

measure,thecalorie. Theseunits of measure
for heat have equivalent values in other
forms of energy. For example, 1 B.T.U. =

778 ft. lbs.

Now, let’s examine this Term "heat’’ a little more closely. Heat does many

things . . . its presencecauses expansion-its absence,contraction. The
continued application of heat to a substance,dependingupon its intensity,
will change the form of that substance. . . it will convert a solid into a
liquid, or a liquid into a gas. Scientists explain this phenomenonwith the
theory of molecularmotion,

In a nutshell, this theory supposesthat all matteris composedof countless,
separateparticles called molecules. These molecules are held together by
cohesion mutual attraction even though they are unattachedand in con
stant motion. The space in which they move is a key-point and it appears
that temperaturehasa lot to do with the amount of this space. As temperature
increases,molecularmotion is accelerated. . . the increase in speeddrives
the molecules farther apart. When the spacerelationship between the mole
cules is sufficiently altered, the substancechangesform . . . it melts-or
vaporizes. If heat is being withdrawn, the changemight be seenas conden
sation into a liquid and then, solidification. The point to remember is that
temperatureincreasesmolecular activity andcold slows-it-down.

The instrument for measuringthe intensity of heat temperatureis deserving

h

of fluting comment.

The thermometeris a very commonplace measuringdevice. In the United
States,we use a Farenheitthermometeron which the freezingpoint is scaled
at 32 degreesand the boiling point at 212 degrees.The Centigradethermom
eter, a universally adopted device, scales freezing at zero degreesand the
boiling point at 100 degrees. The readings on one may be converted to the
other by applying the formula: Farenheit Reading 9/5 Centigrade Reading
plus 32, viz.: 100°C x 9/5 = 180 + 32 = 212°F.

We have mentioned the B.T.U. as a unit of heat energy. Now let’s pursue

this unit a step further and relate it to a thermometerreading.
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By loose definition the B.T.U. is the amount
of heat requiredto raise the temperatureof 1
pound of water 1 degree Farenheit. Thus, to
increase the temperatureof 1 pound of water
from 35 degreesF. to 100 degreesF. we must
furnish 65 B.T.U.’s for absorption into the
water. To cool the same amount of water the
same number of degrees, we must extract 65
B.T.U.’s.

Now, with a brief comment about one more
basic theory item, we will be ready to consider
the phasesof theory which apply most speci
fically to air conditioning.

Each element and each compoundwhich exists in nature or is manufactured
has its own heat characteristics. If we had a shelf-full of miscellaneous

items and under laboratory conditions, measured the amount of heat we
could remove from each, we would have as many different heat values as
there were items on the shelf. This capacity to expel heat, or conversely to
absorbheat is known as "specific heat". Water becauseof its large heat
capacity, is the standardaroundwhich the specific heatscalehas been de
vised . . . its scalevalue is 1.00. The specific heat of some other everyday
items are: apples-0.92,coal-0.241,air-0.238, glass-0.194,etc. This means
that apples,for example,can expel or absorbheatabout 92%as well as water.

It is with the aid of these specific heat ratings that refrigeration require
ments may be calculated to a given job. We might add that gaseoussub
stanceshave specific heat values, but pressureplays an important part in
calculating their specific heat value. A simple example of a specific heat
calculation would be the cooling of 1000 pounds of bottled water from 70 to

b
50 degreesF. assumingthat the bottles weigh 75 pounds: 1000 wt. of water

- x 1.0 Sp. Ht. x 20 temp. drop = 20,000 B.T.U. plus 75 wt. of glass x
0.149 sp. ht. of glass x 20 temp. drop =291 B.T.U. or a total of 20,291
B.T.U. To freezethis water, another principle is involved-latent heat.



H EAT DIRECTION OF TRANSFER- The transfer of heat is much
like the flowing of water. Water flows downhill seeking its

T RAN SFER A N D lowest level. Heat travels from a substancehaving a higher
temperatureto one having a lower temperature . . - This will

IV! E AS U RElY! EN T
continue until both substancesare at the same temperature.

THE EFFECT OF MASS ON HEAT TRANSFER- The tem
perature of a cup of hot water, immediately after it is taken
from a larger container of hot water, is exactly the samein
both the cup and the container. We know, however, thnt the
rate of cooling is greatly different. The smaller mass of water
in the cup will match its ambient temperuturemuch more quick
ly than the larger mass from which it was taken.

Another example of the effect of mass on heat transfer is the
comparative rate at which a small pond and lake will freeze
and thaw. The larger body of water takes longer to freeze in
the winter and remains frozen for a longer time in the spring.
The enormous quantities of heat required to thaw a lake and
the equal quantities of heat given up by the lake in the course
of its freezing explain why changesin climate are so notice
ably temperedin areas near great bodies of water. Again, the
greaterthemass . . . the greater the heat factor involved,

MEASUREMENT-The British Thermal Unit B.T.U. and the Calorie Cal. are the units of measurement
by which we determinetheamount of heat "given up" or "taken on" by any given substance.The B.T.U.
by definition, is the amount of heat neededto raise the temperatureof 1 poundof water 1 degreeFahren
heit. By example, this meansthat 1 pound of water requires 180 B.T.U.’s to raise its temperaturefrom 32
degreesto 212 degreesF. Conversly, it must give up 180 B.T.U.’s to drop its temperaturefrom 212 to 32
degreesF.

!//dLhfl ...Ø :

LATENT HEAT
To illustrate the principle of latent heat,
let’s use a piece of ice weighing 1 pound
and place it in a containerover a flame. As
the ice melts, place the bulb of a thermomet
er near the melting ice without touching the
ice. You will observethat the water temper
ature remains at 32 degreesF. until all of
the ice is melted. As heating continues you
will notice now that the temperatureof the
water will rise quite rapidly towards its 212
degree F. boiling point. Then when the
water in the container boils, it will stay at
212 degreesuntil the entire contentsturns to
vapor. This experiment indicates that there
are two periods in the ice-to-vapor cycle
during which heat was being addedwithout
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producing a measurablechangein the thermometerreading.

What becameof the heat?

The answerto this question lies in the fact that the original 300

change, if it had begun with the condensation of vapor to
water, and then, conversion of thewater into ice required that
heat to transferredto a colder ambient throughout the cycle 21V

to the point where freezing occurred . . . and further . . . that
it had to be restored in the same amount until the complete 32

cycle was reversed. During this period of continuous heat
replacement,when no temperaturechangetakes place, we are
encounteringwhat the scientists refer to as "latent heat".
The amount of heat required to melt 1 pound of ice is 144’°
fl.T.U.’s . . . this is known as the "latent heat of fusion".
It takes 970 B.T.U.’s to changewater into vapor . . . This is

known as the "latent heat of In both cases

this heat is often referred to as "hidden heat".

The chart will serveto illustrate this point further. Let’s assumethat we have 1 pound
of ice which we are going to examineunder laboratoryconditions . . . we’ll use a normal
atmosphericpressure0f 14.7 p.s.i. and a theoretical temperatureof 460 degreesbelow
zero Fahrenheit. This temperaturevalue is known as "absolute zero" . . . it is the
theoretical point at which there is absolutely no heat. As we add each B.T.U., we add
one measurabledegreeof temperatureuntil we reach plus 32 degreesF. The next 144

B.T.U.’s which we add have no effect on the temperature,but we do notice that the ice
changesto water. Theaddition of the 145th B.T.U. again raisesthetemperature1 degree

- and so it continuesup to 212 degrees.At this point the temperaturerise stops until
970 more B.T.U.’s are added.The water by then has turned into a vapor and the temp
eratureagain rises with each B.T.U. we add. Conversely, the same amount of heat must
be given-off to go from the vapor to ice stage. This tremendousabsorptionand conver
sion of heat is the basic principle of conventionalrefrigeration.

.fl..fl .fl±. JI:.llj flft j5t ErJ4 ::j:.
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THE EFFECT OF PRESSURE

Although many of us are familiar with the experimentin which

a cake of ice and a length of wire-weighted at both ends-are

used to demonstratethe principle of fusion, we’ll review it

at this point. As you will note in the cartoon, the strand of

wire is hung over the cake of ice and is being drawn down
through the ice by theweights. As time passes,thewire creeps
toward the bottom of the ice but it doesn’t sever the cake.

In effect, the weights on the wire are creating two pressure

conditions . . . higher along the undersurfaceof the wire and
lower along the upper surface. As a result, the ice melts
under pressure on one side of the wire and then refreezes
underthe lesserpressureabove the wire.

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE 14.; P.5.1.

ONE POUND WATER

0 460 492 636 816 786 1874

HEAT E,T.IJ.’S
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Now let’s turn our attention to the chart. The
solid line representsa temperaturerange of
water extendingfrom absolutezero to a point
beyond vaporization under stciridard 1171105.

pheri conditions, The dotted line represents
this same condition at a pressure higher
than atmospheric . , . the increasedpressure
lowers the freezingpoint.

In the second chart, the solid line again
representswater under standard atmospheric

conditions 14.7 psi. and the dotted line
shows the effect of a lower pressure.We sce
herethat the lesserpressureraisesthe freez
ing point of the water and lowers its boiling
point. This is a condition which exists many
places in nature . . , the city of Denver,
Colorado is one example.At the high altitude
in which Denver is situated, the atmospheric
pressureis 12.2 psi. The boiling point of
water under this pressureis 203 instead of
212 degreesF.

With this basic information, we are ready to

proceed to the consideration of commercial
refrigerants. It is perhapsobvious thnt water
is an impractical refrigerant. Suchtremendous
reductionof pressureis requiredto lower the
boiling point from 212 degreesF. to a point
in its surrounding atmospheric pressure
where it will attract heat, that it becomesan
uneconomical method of producing refriger

ation. A good refrigeranthas certain desirable
properties. Among them we can include: a
low boiling point . . . a high latentheatvalue

an ability to operateon a positive pres
sure instead of a vacuum . . . a tendencyto
liquefy easily at moderate pressure and
temperature. In addition, it must be safe,
non-toxic, mix well with oil, have no effect
on moisture, and have a non-corrosiveeffect
on metal. FREON is this type of refrigerant.

Its boiling point is minus 21.7 degrees F.
its latent heatvalue is 68.14 R.T.U.’s/

pound at 18 degreesF. . . it is under posi
tive pressure at its boiling point . . . it
liquefies at 75 p.s.i. . . . and finally, it
meets all other requirements for a gnod re
frigerant.
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THE REFRIGERATION CYCLE

We are now going to considera completerefrigeration cycle. By "cycle" we
mean the series of operations in which heat is absorbedby the refrigerant,
turned from a liquid into a vapor, compressed,and then forced into a con
denserwhere the heat in the refrigerant is given-off into circulating air and

then, the refrigerant is restored to its liquid state. We will be bringing to
gethermost of the basic theory we have discussedearlier in this booklet, as
well as a little more detail on vaporizationand condensation.

As we have shown in the diagram and suggestedin theprecedingparagraph,
refrigeration is accomplishedin four phases . . . vaporization, compression,
condensationand pressurereduction.

Phase 1 - The refrigerant at low temperature and low pressureis in the
evaporator. Here it absorbs the heat from its surrounding atmosphereand
from objects in this atmosphere.In the courseof performing this work, the
liquid turns into a gas. The physical law involved is the "latent heat of
vaporization’’.

Phase 2 - A compressordraws the heat laden vapor out of the evaporator
through the compressor inlet line. The compressor, in most commercial
applications is a reciprocatingdevice . . . a piston type unit which performs
its intake capacity under suction pressure, compression in one or more
stages, and then discharge under pressure, As the result of compression,
the temperatureof the refrigerant is increased and is now ready to be dis
chargedinto thecondenser.

Phase3 - When the high temperaturerefrigerant vapor entersthe condenser,
it is under pressure.It remains under pressurewhile it changesfrom a vapor
to a liquid. It also remains under pressurewhen it leavesthe condenserfor
storagein the receiver.

Phase4 - As the compressordraws refrigerantfrom theevaporatorPhase1,
a fresh supply of low pressure refrigerant must be available to enter the

-
-. evaporatorand continue the heat absorptionprocess. To meet this needfor

t low pressureliquid, an expansionvalve is placed betweenthe receiver and
the evaporator. In addition to serving as a pressure reduction device, the
expansionvalve is also the flow control valve for the system, separatingthe
high and low pressuresegmentsof the system.

Our home refrigerators employ the follr phaseso,Itlinpd above. They are the same type of two-sided system

on their high pressureside we find an electric drive-motor, compressor,condenserand receiver. This
is often called the condensingunit. Quite often thesecomponentsare mountedon a common base. The low
pressuresystem picks-up the balance of components . . . the expansionvalve, evaporatorand low pressure
lines betweenthe outlet side of the valve and the inlet side of the compressor.

A compression-typerefrigeratingunit is a highly efficient piece of machinery . . . so muchso that it is now
beingused to heat as well as cool by merely reversing its cycle.
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‘ The basic automotive air conditioning system operates much the same as

:1 1:1 [cli LV II.]

SI.kt.i’[.i:II*

the home refrigerator, that is it transfersthe heat from inside the passenger
compartmentto the outside.
The evaporator is exposed to air flow from the passengercompartment
through a motor-driven blower. The expansionvalve releasesliquid refriger
ant into theevaporatorcoils, the heatfrom the air is absorbedby the boiling
refrigerant and disappearsin the refrigerant vapor. The refrigerant vapor
containing the hidden heat, is pumped out of the evaporatorby the compres
sor and forced under high pressureto the condenserwhich is located in
front of the radiator. In the condenser,the refrigerant vapor condenseshack

to n liquid and the heat, that was absorbedfrom the passengercompartment
and hidden in the vapor, now reappearsand passesoff into the air stream.

We have changed the state of the liquid refrigerant in two places, inside

the passengercompartment and in front of the radiator. Heat was required

to changestate inside the passengercompartmentand the same heat was

given off by the refrigerant when it changedstate outside.

The liquid refrigerant under high pressure,now passesfrom the condenser

to the receiverwhere it is stored for reuseand to insure a solid column of
refrigerant to the expansionvalve. The liquid refrigerant will not boil while
it is stored in the receiver becauseit is under high pressurewhich main
tains the boiling point of the refrigerant above the temperatureof the sur
rounding air. Thus, no heat can transfer from the outside air to the refriger
ant in the receiver.

The receiver is connected to the expansion valve at the evaporatorwhere
the cooling cycle starts over again. When the expansionvalve is opened,

the high pressure liquid refrigerant from the receiver passes through an
orifice in the expansionvalve which meters the refrigerant into the evapo
rator at a greatly reducedpressure.

As the refrigerant enters this low pressurearea,it will immediately begin to boil and its temperaturewill

drop to that correspondingwith the low pressure.

For instance, if the pressureinside the evaporatoris 30p.s.i., the temperatureof the refrigerant will drop

to 32° F.; and it will begin to boil by absorbing heat from the surrounding areas. The following chart
indicates thepressure-temperaturerelationship of Freon Refrigerant 12:

GAUGE PRESSURE
Pounds Per Square Inch 0 8.2 30.1 84.1 168.6

TEMPERATURE
Degrees Fahrenheit -21.7 0 32 80 125

This relationship is often to be found on the faces of the gaugesused in air-conditioning work.

The liquid refrigerant passingthrough the evaporatorwill continue to boil at 32° F. until all of’ the liquid
has vaporized. The flow of the refrigerant is regulated by the expansion valve so that it will remain in
theevaporatorlong enoughto completely vaporize.

It may seemdifficult to understandhow heat can be transferredfrom a comparativelycooler carpassenger
compartment to the hot air outside. The answerlies in the difference betweenthe refrigerantpressurethat
exists in the evaporatorand the pressurethat exists in the condenser.In the evaporator,the expansion
valve releasesthe refrigerant to a lower pressurearea thereby reducing the boiling point below the tem
peratureof thepassengercompartment.Thus, heattransfersfrom the passengercompartmentto the boiling
refrigerant. In the condenser,the compressorraises the condensationpoint above the temperatureof the
outside air. Thus, the heat transfers from the condensingrefrigerant to the outside air. The expansion
valve and the compressorsimply create pressureconditions which, by following the physical laws des
cribed earlier, provide refrigerantand cooling.

We have now seen the basic components of an automotive air-conditioning system. There are several
variations of systemsin use today, but they are all basedupon the same law of nature:THAT HEAT IS
EITHER ABSORBED OR GIVEN-OFF WHEN A GIVEN MATERIAL CHANGES ITS STATE.
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